
  

 
 

Jacob Moroza-Rasmussen 
Secretary General, ALDE Party 

Rue d'Idalie 11 - box 2 
1050 Brussels, Belgium 

 
Anna Donáth 
President, Momentum Movement 
Múzeum körút 12 
1053 Budapest, Hungary  
 
Dear Jacob, 
 

I hope this letter, regarding the upcoming Bureau elections to be held at the 
ALDE Congress, finds you well. For the Bureau election, Momentum Movement 
wishes to formally nominate and endorse Dániel Berg, acting Vice-President to run 
for the renewal of his mandate. 

Dániel plays a key role in Momentum’s international and European growth 
and in the last years he proved to be an essential asset to the party. I strongly believe 
that Dániel’s achievements as ALDE Vice-President since 2019 proves he is fit for 
the role. During his tenure he managed to extend ALDE’s international network 
and deepen his competency on European policy issues. His work in coordinating 
ALDE Individual Members and the cooperation with the IM Steering Committee 
represents his commitment to bring forward our party family’s mission. His 
experience and first-hand knowledge from Momentum proves to be a great benefit 
to the ALDE Bureau in the region.  

Dániel is a committed European politician who was the driving force behind 
establishing relations with ALDE and its member parties and oversaw the accession 
process. We will not forget his contribution to our successful 2019 European 
Parliament campaign, where he contributed to our breakout success as the 
Campaign Manager for Katalin Cseh, our lead candidate and member of ALDE 
Team Europe.  

I truly believe that Dániel's renewed mandate will play a critical role in the 
next years in the region. The recent successes in Slovenia and France against 
nationalist populism left Poland and Hungary the main threat for European 
integration. Especially Hungary, where Orbán just renewed his illiberal mandate in 
recent elections. ALDE must be the spearhead of progressivism against inner and 
outer opponents of Europe, and Dániel, thanks to his determination and his 
experience, will be a key asset for ALDE in this endeavour. 

If you have any further questions regarding the nomination, please do not 
hesitate to contact me. I look forward to seeing you at the Congress in Dublin.  
 
Sincerely yours,  
 

 
 
Anna Donáth 
 


